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In the age of technology, we all are hearing a lot about data as it relates to management. With the tools to track and 

measure costs and outcomes, senior living providers have access to new data every day, and plenty of it. 

But it’s what managers do with data that makes the difference. 

Today’s successful senior living providers are examining operating metrics to help manage their businesses, and 

they’re looking to resident data to improve health and wellness outcomes outcomes and drive quality of life. 

They’re also looking at data in the context of the industry overall, and how it can prove its worth to other players in the 

care continuum. Executives believe data will give senior housing a seat at the healthcare table. 

In this Ebook, we examine how data is being used, what data is being used, and why data is being used by the leading 

senior living organizations. 

PointClickCare is committed to working with senior living providers and our wide network of partners to advance the 

care of seniors by solving industry challenges through technology.

We are proud to have partnered with Senior Housing News to bring you the Leadership Series, and to create visibility 

for the important work many of our current leaders are undertaking to prepare the industry for its future.

Thank You

Travis Palmquist 
Vice President and General Manager, Senior Living 
PointClickCare
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In the information age, senior living providers are doing things differently. While quality of care is paramount, 

those that are gaining success over their competition also attribute much of that success to their tracking of 

metrics across their organizations.

8LI�ETTVSEGL�ERH�FIRIČXW�EVI�WIZIVEP�JSPH��*MVWX��WIRMSV�PMZMRK�TVSZMHIVW�EVI�MQTPIQIRXMRK�TVEGXMGIW�ERH�

XIGLRSPSKMIW�WTIGMČGEPP]�HIWMKRIH�XS�XVEGO�STIVEXMSREP�HEXE��PEFSV�GSWXW��YXMPMXMIW��WEPIW�ERH�TVMGMRK��EQSRK�

others. But they’re also taking a close look at resident data to assess performance, drive marketing messaging 

and become a viable partner to other healthcare organizations. This means keeping a pulse on falls, occupancy, 

health and wellness.

8LI�QSZI�XS[EVH�HEXE��ERH�TEVXMGYPEVP]�FMK�HEXE��HIČRIH�EW�I\XVIQIP]�PEVKI�HEXE�WIXW�XLEX�GERRSX�FI�EREP]^IH�

YWMRK�XVEHMXMSREP�XSSPW�ERH�QSHIPW��MW�RSX�ER�MRHYWXV]�WTIGMČG�MRMXMEXMZI��-R�JEGX��EQSRK�*SVXYRI������GSQTERMIW��

It’s not just occupancy; it’s 
turnover, it’s resident satisfaction—

all of these other data points will 
point to [the things] we have to 

think about.”
 
 

- Larry Cohen
CEO / Capital Senior Living
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QSVI�XLER���	�SJ�I\IGYXMZIW�RS[�WE]�FMK�HEXE�MW�QMWWMSR�GVMXMGEP�XS�XLIMV�SVKERM^EXMSRW��EGGSVHMRK�XS�E������

VantagePartners study.

In senior living, the focus on data is increasing, with today’s leaders reporting that it is an extremely important 

part of their business.

î2YQFIVW�HSRìX�PMI�ï�WE]W�0EVV]�'SLIR��')3�SJ�(EPPEW�FEWIH�'ETMXEP�7IRMSV�0MZMRK��î3RI�SJ�XLI�XLMRKW�[I�PSSO�

at is metrics. What gives you an early warning sign that maybe there’s an issue with care or maybe there’s 

an issue with staff? It’s not just 

occupancy; it’s turnover, it’s 

resident satisfaction—all of these 

other data points will point to [the 

things] we have to think about.”

How Data: Providers Gain 
Important Insight
Providers are using internal 

data as well as external data to 

better manage their operations. 

Investors, too, are interested in 

the ways data can be of use to 

drive business.

î3RI�EVIE�XLEX�[IìVI�ZIV]�MRXIVIWXIH�MR�MW�VIZIRYI�QEREKIQIRX�XIGLRSPSK]�XLEXìW�[MHIP]�YWIH�MR�QYPXM�JEQMP]�

companies where you have information on market rent, and it’s a very dynamic model of pricing to the market 

SR�E�VIKYPEV��LSYVP]�FEWMW�ï�WE]W�(IFVE�'EJEVS��')3�SJ�'LMGEKS�FEWIH�:IRXEW��E�QENSV�S[RIV�SJ�LIEPXLGEVI�VIEP�

7SYVGI��2I[:ERXEKI�4EVXRIVW��WYVZI]�SJ�WIRMSV�*SVXYRI����� 
FYWMRIWW�ERH�XIGLRSPSK]�HIGMWMSR�QEOIVW������

The Importance of Big Data

MISSION CRITICAL

VERY IMPORTANT

TOTA0�	����*-617�:-);-2+
BIG DATA AS IMPORTANT
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Debra Cafaro
Chairman & CEO / Ventas, Inc.
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estate including senior housing. “Our industry has a huge opportunity there to become much more sophisticated 

and much more successful.”

Whether providers are looking at data across a large portfolio of properties or a single community, this kind of 

transparency is essential; operators are measuring different data points, and they are making business decisions 

accordingly.

In the case of Capital Senior Living, the company recently converted hundreds of its independent living units into 

assisted living units—a change that my not have been possible without the use of data.

“Clearly the conversions we’ve done have been so successful because we have the data points [to see if] 

something’s not working well. So how do we respond to that?” Cohen says.  

Operators are also using metrics to effectively assess their residents’ health and wellness. With this data, they 

can predict and prevent negative health events and can improve quality of life for residents.

î;I�TYX�QIEWYVIQIRX�W]WXIQW�MR�?TPEGIA�WS�MJ�TISTPI�JEPP��[I�ORS[�EFSYX�MX�ï�WE]W�.SLR�6MNSW��*SYRHMRK�

3TIVEXMRK�4EVXRIV�ERH�')3�SJ�'LMGEKS�4EGMČG�*SYRHIVW�0MZMRK�'SQQYRMXMIW��ER�MRZIWXQIRX�JYRH�[MXL�E�WXVSRK�

focus in senior living properties. “We use state of the art technology to be very aware of where residents are, 

what they’re doing, and if they’re in a safe, healthy place at all times.”

What data: Senior Living and Essential Data Points
-R�WIRMSV�PMZMRK��I\IGYXMZIW�EVI�JSGYWIH�SR�WSQI�SJ�XLI�WEQI�HEXE�XLEX�ETTPMIW�XS�QER]�MRHYWXVMIW��PEFSV��

GYWXSQIV��VIWMHIRX�WEXMWJEGXMSR�ERH�TVSČX�QEVKMR��XS�REQI�E�JI[��-R�[IIOP]�ERH�QSRXLP]�VITSVXW��I\IGYXMZIW�

VITSVX�PSSOMRK�EX�ZIV]�WTIGMČG�HEXE�TSMRXW�XS�HVMZI�QEREKIQIRX�HIGMWMSRW�

î8LI�ČVWX�XLMRK�-�PSSO�EX�MW�GLERKI�MR�SGGYTERG]�ï�WE]W�'ETMXEP�7IRMSV�0MZMRKìW�'SLIR��î8LI�WIGSRH�-�PSSO�EX�MW�
John Rijos 
*SYRHMRK�3TIVEXMRK�4EVXRIV�
�')3 
'LMGEKS�4EGMČG�*SYRHIVW
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the margin. The third is changes in NOI by property. Those three metrics allow me to identify by property where 

things aren’t moving in the right trajectory. Then I can start looking deeper and get much more granular.”

But in senior living, these same executives are also becoming more and more focused on data that applies 

WTIGMČGEPP]�XS�XLI�FYWMRIWW�SJ�TVSZMHMRK�GEVI�JSV�ER�EKMRK�ERH�SJXIR�JVEMP�HIQSKVETLMG��VIWMHIRXW��3RI�[E]�XLI]�

are collecting data is through electronic health records, or EHRs.

î3YV�MRZIWXQIRX�SR�XLI�),6�WMHI�MW�KSMRK�XS�FI�WYFWXERXMEP�ï�WE]W�&VYGI�1EGOI]��TVIWMHIRX�ERH�')3�SJ�*MZI�7XEV�

7IRMSV�0MZMRK��[LMGL�MW�MR�XLI�TVSGIWW�SJ�MQTPIQIRXMRK�ER�),6�XLVSYKLSYX�XLI�GSQTER]ìW�����TPYW�GSQQYRMXMIW��

“…our goal with that is to improve our resident experience. Better clinical care is extremely important to us, and 

one of our pillars is improving our clinical care at all times.”

Resident metrics, as well as the care provided, can inform not only those who work in senior living communities, 

FYX�XLI�JEQMP]�QIQFIVW�SJ�XLSWI�[LS�PMZI�MR�XLIQ��,EZMRK�E�QSVI�HEXE�HVMZIR�GSRZIVWEXMSR�MW�E�FMK�WIPPMRK�TSMRX�

XSHE]�JSV�XIGLRSPSK]�XLEX�XVEGOW�XLIWI�WTIGMČG�LIEPXL�QIXVMGW�

“We now have a print out that goes to the family with their monthly bill, showing why they’re being charged for 

?XLI�TEVXMGYPEVA�GEVI�PIZIP�ï�'SLIR�WE]W��î)ZIV]����HE]W�SV����HE]W�XLI�GEVIKMZIV�MW�TVSQTXIH�XS�VIEWWIWW�XLEX�

resident and look at the care and their condition, making sure that it all matches up.” 

Why data: Gaining a Place in the Healthcare Conversation
Data helps drive conversations in the senior living community and its stakeholders. But outside of the 

community walls, industry thought leaders see data as the key to conversations between senior housing 

SVKERM^EXMSRW�ERH�SXLIV�LIEPXL�GEVI�TPE]IVW��LSWTMXEP�W]WXIQW��LIEPXL�GEVI�KMERXW�ERH�EGGSYRXEFPI�GEVI�

organizations (ACOs). Data will be a differentiator for those providers who can present outcomes, so that they 

may form successful partnerships across the care continuum.

“I think one of the opportunities for this industry is the ability to partake in this continuum,” Cohen says. “How 

Larry Cohen
CEO / Capital Senior Living
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do we communicate with the hospice providers? With the discharge planners? With the medical doctors, and 

with other caregivers and be able to share information?”

To date, the industry has been challenged in terms of joining ACOs, although executives agree there’s a strong 

FIRIČX�XS�TEVXMGMTEXMRK�

î-XìW�RSX�NYWX�HEXE�GSPPIGXMSR��FYX�ČRHMRK�SYX�[LEX�MW�KSMRK�XS�FI�MQTSVXERX�JSV�XLI�TE]IVW��FIGEYWI�XLIVI�MW�WS�

much data,” says Wendy Simpson, CEO of LTC Properties, an owner of healthcare real estate across the United 

7XEXIW��î*MRH�SYX�[LEXìW�KSMRK�XS�FI�MQTSVXERX�MR�XLI�RIX[SVOW�ERH�XS�XLI�TE]IVW��ERH�ČKYVI�SYX�E�[E]�XLEX�]SY�

can capture that and synthesize it and present it.”

Joining ACOs will better position senior living organizations within the healthcare continuum, contingent upon 

TVSZMRK�SYXGSQIW�XLVSYKL�QIEWYVIH�VIWYPXW��8LI�GSPPIGXMSR�SJ�),6�HEXE��*MZI�7XEVìW�1EGOI]�WE]W��[MPP�RSX�SRP]�

prove that senior living providers are accountable participants in healthcare partnerships and systems, but also 

XLEX�WIRMSV�PMZMRK�MW�E�QSVI�GSWX�IJJIGXMZI�EPXIVREXMZI�XS�LMKLIV�EGYMX]�GEVI�WIXXMRKW�

“Having data to support the work level that we do in terms of improving people from a clinical point of view is 

going to be huge,” he says. “We have to be able to show as an industry that when you come out of a hospital 

and go into one of our skilled or assisted living [settings] as opposed to going home, we’re a cheaper alternative 

rather than going to a hospital. We’re going to reduce hospital readmission rates, so we’re an important part of 

that chain. This [EHR] system is going to be a big piece of us getting there.”

Joining ACOs will better position senior living 
organizations within the healthcare continuum, 
contingent upon proving outcomes through 
measured results. 

Bruce Mackey
4VIWMHIRX�
�')3���*MZI�7XEV�7IRMSV�0MZMRK
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Advancing senior care. Together.

7IRMSV�GEVI�TVSZMHIVW�VITVIWIRXMRK�thousands of�SVKERM^EXMSRW�EVI�EHZERGMRK�XLI�GEVI�XLI]�HIPMZIV�IEGL� day 

because they are supported by PointClickCare – the senior care industry’s leading technology platform.

Learn more about PointClickCare. Speak with a member of our team.

����������������4VIWW�ë�ì�`� info@pointclickcare.com 

PointClickCare.com�`�$4SMRX'PMGO'EVI

https://pointclickcare.com/?utm_campaign=sl-nurture&utm_medium=pdf&utm_source=sl-ebook&utm_content=data-success
mailto:info@pointclickcare.com?subject=I'd like to speak with someone about the Data is Driving Success ebook...



